Title word cross-reference


-Cubes [414, 768, 826]. -D [299, 314, 421, 478, 691, 1134, 2132]. -Dimensional [312, 2268]. -direct [2158].
-harmonic [1673]. -indirect [2158].
- Means [487, 707, 953, 1770, 1876, 2040, 2333].
- NN [1315]. -pairwise [1633]. -Point [154].
-SAT [1281]. -Set [1902]. -sized [693].
-tree [1119].

[?] CoarseKonstantopoulos:2009:EPT.

Clustered [679, 1556, 1992, 2140].
Conquer [40, 248, 543, 790, 2189].
Constant [240, 2348]. constraints [805, 983, 1097, 1145, 1337, 1391, 1968, 2352, 2425].
Constrains [625]. constraint [1599, 2221].
Constraints [266, 1370, 1667, 2293].
Constructing [460, 988, 1158, 1934, 2390].
Construction [535, 976, 1019, 1437, 1519].
constructive [2276]. Constructs [43, 1340].
consumption [730, 752, 825, 1004, 1109, 1510, 1620, 1687, 1824, 1967, 2262, 2423]. contain [1319].
Content [355, 385, 426, 982, 1000, 1837, 1867, 2058, 2364]. content-aware [2058, 2364]. content-based [982].
Contention [340, 554, 733, 964, 1407, 1547, 1957].
Contention-Free [340, 554, 733, 1547].
Contents [534, 1403, 1795, 1997]. Context [27, 493, 808, 812, 968, 969, 971, 1172, 1393].
controller [872]. controlled [1829].
Convergent [52]. Convert [1307].
Convolution [288, 1093, 2055].
Cooling [1937]. cooperation [926, 1330, 1367]. Cooperative [650, 1022, 1108, 1366, 1604, 1631, 1713, 2046, 2048, 2226, 2399]. cooperatively [671].
coprocessors [2346, 2426]. Copy [1387].
Corrosion-passivation [1483].
cost-efficient [1948]. Costs [293, 1238].
countermeasure [1319, 2119].
countermeasures [1592]. counters [1494].
counting [1332, 1521]. counts [1700].
Coupled [584, 1160, 1208, 1790]. covariance [1345]. Cover [114, 1533, 1602, 1776].
coverable [2023]. coverage [928, 1462, 1674, 1709, 2105]. Covering [486, 1295, 1944].
CPS [1527]. CPU
databases [719, 1932]. datacenter [2037].
datacenters [1177, 1260, 1399, 1911, 2128].
dataflow [2003]. Datagram [377].
datapath [1122]. dataset [1562, 2005].
Datasets [234, 905, 1318, 1770, 2245]. dBuses [312]. DC2 [1884]. DDF [2411].
deadline-constrained [2352, 2425].
Debugging [169, 2125]. Decentralized [173, 879, 955, 1393, 1686, 1847, 2399].
Decision [729, 953, 1015, 1550, 2172].
decision-making [1550]. declarations [1819]. Decluster [1883]. decoder [2010].
decoding [1078]. Decomposition [107, 292, 335, 959, 1279, 1726].
decomposition-based [1726].
deconfliction [2070]. Decoupled [284, 702].
decrements [838]. decycling [1741].
defense [1649]. defined [383, 424, 2010].
Defining [757]. Definition [95, 451].
deflection [1006, 1649, 2016].
deflection-routed [2016]. deformable [1665].
deforming [2057].
defragmentation [1904]. Degradation [686, 808].
Degree [256, 1391, 1430, 1787].
Delay [484, 546, 972, 1097, 1517, 1541, 1599, 1713, 1759, 1865, 1992, 2045]. delay- [972].
Delay-bounded [2045]. delay-tolerant [1713, 1759]. delegation [1885]. deleted [1805].
deletion [1261, 1276]. Deliver [1307]. Delivering [385, 426, 1832].
Delivery [513, 1459, 1574, 1657, 2029, 2054, 2364]. delta [166, 1006, 2348]. demand [951, 1130, 1329, 1453, 1586].
demand-driven [1329]. Deniability [1641].
denial [1965]. denoising [1047]. Dense [14, 1022, 1059, 1402, 1666, 1979, 2292, 2299].
densest [2228]. density [983, 2138].
Dependable [309, 916, 1584]. Dependence [32, 77, 90, 575, 819, 820, 1908, 2147].
Dependence-Analysis [77]. dependencies [1017]. dependency [1057, 2014].
dependent [805, 879, 1099, 1108, 1157, 1189, 1203, 1264, 1719]. deploying [2114].
Deployment [402, 1210, 1371, 1515, 1517, 1528]. Depth [212, 280, 460]. Depth-Size [280, 460].
designated [1814]. Designed [356, 389].
Designing [619, 913, 924, 1005, 1096, 1356, 1445, 1810, 2394]. Designs [172, 638, 1408].
Desktop [623, 1059, 1287, 1748].
detectors [1632]. determination [2367].
Determining [575, 630, 712].
Deterministic [296, 508, 647, 678, 1539].
Development [328, 334, 402, 695, 834, 850, 1367, 1375, 1446].
device-level [751]. devices [968, 1000, 1097, 1529, 1666, 2059, 2217, 2274, 2322, 2368, 2373].

DFAs [1484]. DGMonitor [623]. DHTs [787].
diagrammatic [654]. Diagrams [720].
diagrammatic [654]. Diagrams [720].
diagrammatic [654]. Diagrams [720].
diagrammatic [654]. Diagrams [720].
diagrammatic [654]. Diagrams [720].
diagrammatic [654]. Diagrams [720].
diagrammatic [654]. Diagrams [720].
diagrammatic [654]. Diagrams [720].
diagrammatic [654]. Diagrams [720].
diagrammatic [654]. Diagrams [720].
diagrammatic [654]. Diagrams [720].
diagrammatic [654]. Diagrams [720].
diagrammatic [654]. Diagrams [720].
diagrammatic [654]. Diagrams [720].
diagrammatic [654]. Diagrams [720].

Differential

Differential

Differential
hybrid-classifiers [1406]. hybrid-cloud [1758]. HybridPlan [1625]. Hyper
[281, 740, 823, 1154, 1663, 1734, 1956, 2266]. hyper-Erlang [823]. Hyper-Hamiltonian
[1663]. hyper-heuristic [1956]. Hyper-Ring [281]. hyper-scale [2266]. hyper-star
[1154]. hyper-threading [740]. hyper-torus [1734]. Hypercube
Hypercube-to-Host [54]. Hypercubes
[62, 131, 164, 286, 297, 508, 860, 888, 1212, 1244, 1518, 1633, 1663, 1702, 1742].
hypergraph [1266]. Hypermatrix [830]. Hypermesh [369]. Hyperplane [614].
hyperspectral [1089, 1837, 2333]. hyperspectral
[1089, 1837, 2333]. hypertensive [1916]. hypervisor
I/O-Conscious [403]. IaaS
[1491, 1657, 1719, 2535]. IBM [145, 1007].
IceT [431]. ICGLS [542]. ICT
[1816, 1988]. ID [1575, 1806, 1833].
ID-based [1575, 1806]. ID3 [953].
identification [864, 1052, 1193, 2197].
Identifying [480, 2228, 2434]. identity
[1001, 1608, 1747, 2080]. identity-based
[1001, 1747, 2080]. idling [373]. IEEE
[807, 808, 1141, 1253, 1294]. IF
[71]. II
[491, 606, 1074, 1803, 2420]. III [564].
illumination [1031]. ILU [444]. Image
[201, 233, 244, 252, 288, 292, 691, 721, 727, 1035, 1050, 1052, 1282, 1402, 1497, 1565, 1579, 1581, 1665, 1683, 1932, 2040, 2052, 2058, 2189, 2333, 2406]. Image-Space [292]. image/
video [1462]. Imagery [212, 524, 1837]. Images
[251, 562, 1089, 1098, 1461, 1475, 1578, 1723, 1819, 2051, 2111, 2331].
imbalanced [2245]. imbalances [2207]. immediate
[1293]. Immersed [230, 1854]. Impact
[727, 741, 1511, 1704]. impacts
[751]. impaired [2357]. imperialist [1673]. Implement
[568]. Implementation
[657, 715, 1504, 1520, 1821, 1912, 2040, 2132, 2265]. Implemented
[145]. Implementing
[525, 646, 688]. Implications
[2196]. Implicit
[432, 723, 1149, 1973, 2126, 2342]. Improve
[346, 771, 961, 1080, 1624, 1881, 1935, 2143]. Improved
[270, 1052, 1139, 1335, 1549, 1736, 1791, 1805, 1862, 1908, 2169, 2407]. improvement
[741, 1149, 1209, 1246, 1312, 1784, 1810, 1863, 2041, 2404]. Improvements
[643, 735, 1501, 1568]. Improving
[225]. impulsive [1865]. In-advance
[1147]. In-memory
[1843, 2261]. in-network
[1496]. In-order
[2029]. In-Place
[278]. incentive
[1798, 2163]. including
[1846]. Incomplete
[164, 888, 1273]. Incompressible
[520, 871, 1125]. inconsistency
[1052, 1393]. increase
[2142]. Increasing
[909, 1450, 1744, 2131, 2215]. Incremental
[610, 1660, 1675, 2405]. Independent
[257, 340, 416, 978, 1016, 1118, 1221, 1519,
self-healing [1269, 1637]. Self-Index [420].
Self-Reconfigurable [489].
Semantic [547, 1442, 1453, 1456, 1464, 1671, 1775, 2240].
Semantic-enabled [1671]. semantics [2272]. Semaphore [173]. Semi [1597].
Semi-sparse [1597]. semiconductor [9].
Sensor-Grid [982]. sensor/robot [1773].
sentiments [2362]. SEP [256, 2351]. Separation [247, 1892]. Sequence [67, 231, 1360, 1379, 1505, 1907, 2387].
sequences [659, 738, 1573, 1858, 2420].
sequencing [1438]. Sequential [324, 1115, 1132, 1244, 2049, 2130, 2291].
shadow [2236]. shallow [1066, 1506, 2439].
similarity [1447, 1497, 1774, 1832, 1881, 2164, 2325]. Simple [629, 1548, 1894, 2142]. Simplex

tree-search [1500]. Tree-turn [1133].


Tri-diagonal [444, 558, 2401]. Tri-dimensional [1078]. triples [2199].


Turn [317, 686, 1133]. TV [1757, 1874, 1895]. Twenty [179]. Twenty-Second [179]. Two [197, 218, 506, 769, 1121, 1291, 1386, 1575, 1703, 1723, 1869, 1879, 1918, 2041, 2080, 2165, 2218, 2378, 2425]. Two- [218].

Two-dimensional [769, 1121, 1291, 1723]. two-hop [2165]. Two-level [1386, 2218].

Two-Point [506]. two-sided [1879].

Two-stage [1918, 2425]. Twofish [1095].

Tycho [761]. Type [584, 603, 1223, 1783]. types [934, 2226].

U [812, 969, 1994]. u-BabSang [969].


U-multimedia [812]. UAV [1871].

UAV-assisted [1871]. UAVs [1574].


UML [2064]. UML/MARTE [2064].

unbalanced [1321, 1383]. uncertain [868, 2273]. underlying [2175].

Understanding [1212, 1925]. unfairness [2282]. Unibus [763]. unicast [1265, 1660].


unit-accelerated [2223]. Units [73, 690, 1035, 1530, 1615, 1665, 1717, 2010, 2383].


Unmixing-based [1837]. unreliable [1632].


unsupervised [953]. unsymmetrical [1718].

update [838, 1387, 1406, 1640, 2373]. updates [847, 1288]. UpdateSearch [320].

Updating [330, 1815]. uplink [1557].


urban [1478, 1481, 2120]. Use [73, 77, 261, 712, 1194, 1718, 1723, 1988, 2233, 2413].


1998, 2013, 2085, 2119, 2129, 2135, 2144, 2157, 2201, 2239, 2251, 2256, 2269, 2276, 2297, 2301, 2319, 2361, 2384, 2405. using
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